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ABSTRACT

Since time immemorial, the necessity for hot water has been indispensable regardless of the advent
of modem technology. In the dawn of the 21st century, only the means to heat the water has
changed - now we mostly use electricity and gas in place of woods and other natural fuel. With that
being said, lots of gas and electricity is being devoted to heat up the liquid for uses in hospitals,
industries and households and the dernaod for hot water is ever climbing. Natural resources like
fuel and coal are in liruited amouots and will not be able to sustain forever. Conseqoently,
renewable energy is starting to gaio popularity in countries like Bangladesh. As a commitment to
the development of the energy sector of Bangladesh, Control and Applications Research Centre
(CARC) ofBRAC University has developed a Solar Hot Water System (SHWS) that would utilize
solar energy to heat water, which could be used for several purposes like sterilization of medical
equipment, cleaning of dishes, etc. An automated pilot project haa been implemented on the rooftop of BRAC University and research work haa been conducted for increasing the efficiency of the
whole system by increasing the captured insolation and reducing wastage of heat overnight through
insulation of the storage tank. With regard to procedural perspectives, this paper contemplates on
highlighting the techoology implemented in the system and the improvisations made to elevate the
efficiency and present a viable comparison between commercially available hot water systems with

the developed automated uninterruptable SHWS.
Keywords: solar hot water system, automation, thermal insulation, Bangladesh Rural
Advancement Conunittee (BRAC)
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amount of captured heat by optimum positioning.
The interface of the controller has been made as
user friendly as possible. Various materials have
been tried for insulation and the perfmmance of the
SHWS in terms of heat loss has been enhanced,
subsequently. Optimum positioning of the collector
for Dhaka, Baugladesh has been cletermmed
through detemrinati.on of optimum tilt factor. All
the components of the controllers ue .:eadily
available in Bangladesh and hence large scale
production of it is also possible, saving huge
amount of money required for importing the
controllers. This new approach towards automating
the whole system can highly promote the use of
SHWS in Bangladesh and elsewhere.

IDtroduc:tioa

Due to its location in the tropical .:egion,
Bangladesh enjoys copious levels of 5UDlight for
most part of the year. The amwa1 amount of
radiation in Bangladesh varies from 1S7S- 1840
2
KWblm [16]. The aforementioned solar hot water
system has been built from the ground up with the
aim of utiliziDg 1his abundant green energy for
heating water for both domestic and industrial use.
The primazy function of any solar 1he.rmal energy
system is to convert solar energy directly into heat
in an efficient manner for a specific application.
Co~eptually, a solar thermal. system consists of a
"solar collector'' to capture solar energy and
convert it directly to heat and a mech.aDism for
transporting the collected heat to a location where
it is needed to offset a thermal load. Typieally,
energy is removed from a solar collector by a heat
tnmsfer fluid (in this case water) that is heated as it
is pumped through the device. The heated fluid is
then traDsported to a thermal storage for use at
another time or circulated din:ctly to supply the
load. The capability of the stomge to deliver its
stored energy at as high energy as possible is an
important aspect. Since stray heat loss is inevitable,
by sustaining a high temperature in the thermal
storage, this goal is duly fulfilled. It is worth
mentioning that these systems tend to be small and
.:elatively cost effective. A solar hot water heating
system for a typical household consisting of four
individuals would have a solar collector array of 4
to 6 m 2 and a hot water storage tank of ISO to 300
litres.

Meduulism of the Designed System
The system is composed of a solar collector (lSO
litres), a storage tank (300 littes), an electric water
heater, five solenoid valves, two temperature
sensors, two water level detectors, a temperature
.:egulator, a controller, a 16x2 characters LCD and
two pairs of seven segment displays. Fig. 1 shows
the basic overview of the system. The
specifications of the collector and the taDks are
given in Table I.

ContribuUon of This Researeh
The scope of this paper ~orporates .:esearch

conducted over a span of one year [1,2,3,4,5,6]. It
has to be noted that it is an extension of a
Fig 1. Overview ofthe system [3]

pleViously implemented solar hot water system,
which did not have any use of microcontroller for
automation of the controller [6]. The approach
taken during the course of this research focused
primarily on an experimental evaluation of the fullscale thermal storage apparatus. Considerable
effort was undertaken to design. construct,
instrument, commission and calibrate the
apparatus. The primazy focus ofthis solar hot water
system project is to: 1) design an active, automated
solar hot water system through integration of
micro-controller in the control system, 2) reduce
heat loss overnight from the system through
insulation of the storage tank and 3) increase the

Table L SpedfkaUons of the solar ~onector and
thetaob

Size of the collector (Length)
5 ft. 6 inch.
Size of the collector (Width)
7ft. 9 inch
Capacity of the Solar Water Healer
150Liire
300Liire
<Aipici~ oftb! Storage Tank
Nm1ber of the collector br 150L &orage
15 hi>es
tank.
Diameter
0.045 meter
Length
1.8775 meter
Total area for 15 collect<r
1.99 s.q.tre fer
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The developed automatic controller is the main
device that is responsible for the functionality of
the whole system. The blwkbone of the controller is
the micro~ontroller that holds the algorithm for the
operation of the whole system. Atmel's ATmega32
microcontroller has been chosen for advantages
J.ike its large flash memory along with other built in
AID converter. By determining the temperatule and
the level of water in each tank, it controls the flow
of water by providing the control signals to the
relays, which in tum drives the corresponding
valves on and off. Alongside the main
microcontroller, a second ATmega32 is used to
drive the LCD. A functional block diagram and a
schematic diagram of 01Jf developed controller
section are shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 respectively.
There are various controllers [7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12,
13, 14, 15] already in the market but not in
Bangladesh. Those controllers are mainly for
automation in industries because of their
complexity. Based on Programmable Logic
Con1roller (PLC) and Proportional Integral
Derivate (PID) controller, these controllers are not
for techni.cally unsound people. Water level
deteetoN and temperature sensoN are the
autonomous inputs to the controller. The water
level detector is made using wires and copper
tubes. The level detectors detect level in discrete
levels as opposed to industrially mau.ufa.ctuled
contiDuous scale detector. For the 150 litres solar
collector tank, there are three levels of indicators
(10 litres, SO litres and 150 litres) and three
transistors are responsible for feeding the signal to
the microcontroller. For the 300 litres storage tank,
there are four levels of indicators (10 litres, 100
litres, 200 litres and 300 litres) corresponding to
the four differeDt transistors. Inside the copper tube
of the detectors, a LM3S has been placed making it
a combined device for water level detector and
temperature sensor for each tank. The temperature
sensoN and the level detectoN, located inside the
tank of the collector and the storage tank, feed
sigDals to the controller which then drives the
solenoid valves cxmnected between various
junctions of the pipeline of the system. Five
solenoid valves are connected in total to the
system: at the inlet of the 150 litres tank (valveS),
between the ISO litres tank and 300 litres tank
(valve 1), between the 300 litres tank and the user
output (valve 2), between the alternate water heater
and user output (valve 4) and between the 300
litres tank and the reservoir tank (valve 3).

These valves, rated at 24 volts, are controlled by
relays, which are energized through five transistors
(see Fig. 3) that are controlled by the microcontroller. Fig. 4 shows a picture of solenoid valve.
The valve opeus if24V is applied across it.

Fig 2. Block diagram for the controller [3]

Fig. 3. Schematic diagram ofthe controller [3]

Fig. 4. 1Jre soknokl valve
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The LCD display shows the water level inside the
taDb and the operating temperature pre-set by the
user using the temperature regulator. The
connected 7-segm.ent displays along the controller

user desired temperature (e.g. 60.C), it is checbd
whether the 300L storage tank is full or not. If not,
valve 1 is opened to let the hot water enter the
storage tank. Valve 2 is held open as long as the
temperature and the level of the water in the
storage tank remain above a predetermined value
(e.g. 45"C) to supply the water to the user outlet.
To mitigate overflows in the storage taDk, an
overflow pipe of sufficient height has been
installed. If the water temperature in the storage
tank falls below the predetermined temperature,
valve 2 is held shut while valve 3 is opened to
recycle some of the water back to the reserve tank
where it cools and gets back to the cold water tank
and valve 4 is opened to meet the user demand
from the auxiliary water heater. If the collector is
determined to be empty after the discharge, valve 1
is closed and valve 5 is turned on to fill it up and
the whole cycle is executed again.

show the tempm.ture inside the 150 Iitres and the
storage tank. The design of the controller has been
optimized for users so that no technical training or
knowledge is required for opemting it. The inputs
for the controller are a simple regulator to set the
temperature of the hot water that the user wants
and a tactile button to push for confirming the
temperature. The interface has been bug tested for
flaws and in case the user enters anything wrong, it
can be corrected on the fly by holding the button
for few seconds and resetting the process for reentry. Thus, this system can be very effective for
domestic households.
Algorithm of AutomaUon
The sequential algorithm for the whole opemtion is
shown in the flowchart in Fig. 5. Initially, the user
sets a temperature using the control panel
comprised of buttoDS and the LCD. The system
begins by checking if the solar collector (150L
tank) is empty. If it is, valve 5 is opened to let
water flow in from the cold water tank. Once the
collector is determined full.. valve 5 is closed and
the water is contained in the collector for heating.
Once its temperature rises to or stays above the

Elucidation of the heat up proeees
Water is heated up by the solar collector during the
day and ttansferred to the storage tank at dusk. The
maximum temperature of the water in the collector
dming heating and the temperature of the water in
the storage tank in the following moming are
noted. The storage tank temperature which had the
least drop was selected as the operating
temperature of the system. The temperature
variation of the 150 Iitres water tank of the whole
day for one week was recorded. It is fmmd that the
temperature of the hot water tank rose up to (on a
full smmy day) 68 degree Celsius and in cloudy
days up to 56 degree Celsius (see Fig. 6). Storage
of water at 68°C causes higher loss of heat due to
greater temperature c:tifference with the ambient
temperature. If water is stored at SO degree Celsius,
the temperature fall of 300 litres storage tank is
only 2 degree Celsius, which is the minimum
temperature drop among any other stored water
temperature. Therefore, 50 degree Celsius
temperature has been selected as the operating
temperature of our solar hot water system. This 300
litres water stored in the water tank changes the
temperature with an average of 4% drop over 24
hours, which is very acceptable since solar heating
is almost a continuous process [5, 7]. The
minim•m efficiency of the system is determined by
the amount or temperature of hot water required
during winter (when the largest amount of hot
water is often required). The maximum efficiency
of the system is determined by the need to prevent
the water in the system from becoming too hot (to
boil, in an extteme case).

FigS. Algorithm ofthe system [3]
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The Solar Hot Water System (SHWS) has already
been designed and implemented. Further research
has been conducted on its thermal insulati.on at
variable time, temperature and solar radiation
conditions to reduce the temperature drop of the
stored water overnight. Thennal insulation is the
reduction of the effects of the various processes of
heat transfer between objects in thermal contact or
in range of irradiative iDfluence. The factors that
are considered for choosing insulation material are
the availability, thermal resistance (R.) and thermal
conductivity (k) of the insulator material. Thermal
resistance, R., is a measure of thennal resistance,
under uniform conditions it is the ratio of the
temperature difference across an insulator and the
heat flux (heat transfer per unit area, QA) through
it [1]. R-values are given in SI units, typically
square-meter Kelvin's per watt or rri-•KIW. The
higher the thermal resistance, the better the
insulator.
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Fig 6. Stored temperature, recovered temperature and
temperalure change chtut of one week in .August 2010
[5)

Performance Comparison

The performance of 1he designed SHWS was
compared with commercially available SHWS. The
analysis is given in Table II. Alongside, the
payback calculation of the system has a1so been
done [5], which indicated tbat the payback of a 450
litres automatic solar hot water system is around 14
yelll'S.

R =AT I QA

Table D. Comparison of the designed system.
with another eom.m.erdal hot water system. [3]
Dalped Solar
Coatext

Hot Water
Syltem
Equipped with
stDmge taDk for
AlterUte
storiDg water and
heatiDg
contains electric
meUlod
water heater for
alternate supply
Mode of Automatic Solar Hot
OperaWater System

The K value or thermal conductivity is usually
measured in Watts per meter per degree Celsius
(Kelvin} abbreviated as Wlm/k (SI unit); the lower
this number, the better the insulator. Thermal
conductivity can be calculated by dividing the
thickness (t) of the insulator by the thermal
resistance. The lower the thermal conductivity the
better the insulator.

CoDIIIlerdal

Hot Water
System

Equipped with gas
or eledric boosters
toeDSure
uninteJiupted water
supply [18]

k = t/R

Manual Solar Hot
Water System

Tuk

Equipped with extra
!ltorage taDk for
storing and supplying
hot water

The IIY8fem is fully
automatic aad does
not require aay foiDl
of human
Compteinterference apart
ftom periodic matter.
:dty
Troubleshooting is
relatively easy
because of using
Microcontroller

(2)

Rand k values are closely related in that they are
different representation of the inherent insulating
ability of the material. They descnbe how good a
conductor of heat the material is. A wide range of
insulation materials is available, selection of
insulation material should be based on thermal
conductivity, moisture vapour permeability, safety
features, the adaptation of its fonnlshape to that of
the collector and tank. and the installation methods
available. From an economic point of view, it may
be better to choose an insulating material with a
lower thermal conductivity rather tban increase the
thickness of the insulation in the hold walls. By
reducing the thermal conductivity, less insulation
will be required. Different materials were analysed
based on their price and availability in Bangladesh
and the characteristics are noted in Table m.

Uoa
Storage

(1)

System may
contaia several
tanks but all of
them IK:t as primary
tanks [18, 3]
The automatie
systems use
complex integrated
8lld mechaDical
systems that might
not be favourable
forusingathome
[3].
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Table m. Insulating materials
Iuula1ing
material

"R"value
perinth
(2.54c:m)

Corkboard

3.33

Advantqea

DiJadvan1a&e•

Rock wool batts

3.7

Available, reasonable cost,
can be covered with
fibreg:lass
Low cost, ease of
installation
As above

Wood shavings

2.2

Readily available, low cost

Fibreglass wool
batls

3.3

Capacity Evaluation

Lower R-values than polyurethane
for styrene foams
Readily absOlbs water or other fluids,
loses insulating value when wet
As above
Absorbs moisture and loses R-values
when wet, decays

Water was heated up during the day and the
temperature of the water stored in the storage tank
was measured throughout the night. The water
temperature was again measured in the morning to
find the temperature difference. The procedure was
repeated with and wi1hout insulation to find the
performance. The performance analysis of the
SHWS with and without insulation is shown in
Table IV.

The 300 litres storage tank and collector pipes were
insulated with aluminum foil and cork board. The
pipes through which water is transferred from the
150 litres collector tank to 300 litres storage tank is
insulated with rubber. The front side of the
collector tube is insulated by the alummum foil and
the back side of the tube is covered with cork and
aluminum foil to reduce heat escaping (see Fig. 7).

Table IV. The performanc:e analysis of the
SHWS with and without Insulation
Without luulatioD
WW.IDJulatioD
Storage Storage Losall Storage Storage Loasil
taDk taDktemp temp tlmk tank temp tempb

tempiD iDOCat iDOC tempiD iDOCat
°Cat mondDg
OCat mondllg
Dleht
67
67

S6
S8

11
9

Dleht
4S
45

38
39

oc
7
6

Estimation of Gm and DIF

(a) Front side

Global Horizontal Ir.radiance (GHI) and Diffuse
Fraction (DIF) data was collected from the final
report on Solar and Wind Energy Resource
Assessment (SWERA) - Bangladesh Project [8].
The fraction of diffuse radiation which was
obstructed by the surrounding obstacles (inclined >
5°) were added with the measured Gm values.
From a study of the s\ll'l'OUDding obstructions it was
folmd that 2% area of the hemisphere was
obstructed. To get reliable diffuse radiation values,
necessary correction :factors were iD1:roduced. For
measurements pyrometer and two hand data
loggers were used. Table V and table VI shows the
average Gm and DIF over respectively for Dhaka
city over the whole year.

(b) Back aide ofthe storage tank
Fig 7. (a) Front side (b) Back aide ofthe storage tank
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Table V. Monthly average Gm (Wblml) In
Dhaka (16]
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Where p = the surface albedo.
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40

2

The monthly surface albedo values are known from
NASA and it lies between 0.12 and 0.16. The total
radiation on a tilted surfa.oc of the coHector will be
the sum of direct difiUse and reflected radiation. It
is expressed by [19]

I
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"

To use horizontal total radiation data for estimating
the radiation on the tilted surface plane of a
collector of fixed orientation, it is necessary to
know the ratio of total Jlldiation on a tilted surface
to that on the horizontal surface [16][19][20]. The
amount of solar radiation fBlling on a tilted surface
is the sum of the beam and diffiJse radiations
falling directly on the surface and the radiation
teflectcd on the surface from the surroundings. If
the tilted factor is known then it is poSSlble to
assume the radiation on the tilted surface for solar
hot water system. The ratio of the beam radiation
falling on a tilted surface to tbat falling on a
horizontal mrface is called the tilt famot111 for

(6)

Where I,. I• and I, are the instantaneous values of
beam. diffuse and direct radiations respectively.
Thus the hourly tilt factor (see Table VII), R can be
given by [19].
(7)

(8)
The tilt angles are chosen in such a way so that
solar hot system should get significant solar
mdiation. In 8UIDIJlCl', the sun's path is shorter and
it shines in the zenith at noon and in winter the
sun's path is longer and the path is closer to
horizontal at noon. During 811Dlmer, if we keep
solar device horizontally it will get more sunlight
and during wiDter whc:n it is tilted it will get more
sunlight. In Banglad""lh a .tudy shows that if one
simply clumgee the tilt angle at 40° for winter
(October-February) and 10° for summer (MarchSeptember) then one can ~~ehieve higher tilt factors
(see Table VITI).

beam radiation. For the case of a tilted surface
facing south in the northern hemisphere, rb is
given by [19]
0.0 S 9

llin 0 ein( ()-p) fii.DBG llD !(()-p) llDSI'J

ernoein~ +aos&aosllcosCJ

(5)

20S

DetermiuUoa of Tilt Factor

'1b = aos9r =

(4)

3

SK
140
211
292
l<l
l lO

,..
,..

l<P

1\'o,·

0<1

1tc.oaP

=--a

We assume that the retlection of the beam and
diffiJse radiations falling on the ground is diffused
and isotropic and that the reflectivity is p, the tilt
factor for reflected radiation is given by [19]

Table VI. Monthly average hourly DD" (Wblm2)
in Dhaka [161
Hour/Day
5:30

rc.; for diffuse

mdiation is the ratio of the diffuse radiation falling
on the tilted IUIJ'face to dlat of the falling on the
horizontal surface. It depends on the distribution of
difi'u8e radiation over the sky and on the portion
sky dome seen by tilted surface. We assume that
the sky is isotropic 80Ul'Ce of di:ffuse radiation [19].

D«

l2l

45

day of the month. The tilt factor

(J)

where8 = the angle between the beam radiation on
a surface and noJJDI.l. to tbat surface, = the zenith
angle, 0 = the latitude, P = the tilt angle, J = the
declination for the average day of each month, cu =
the hour angle for the tilted surface for the average

o.
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Table vn. Hourly tilt faeton for latitude, tilted
1outh faeina•urface at Dhaka (16]
~7.5

Hour

::1=22.5 ::1:37.5

~u ~7.5

.

,(!J>";g= the sunset hour angle
0s =

mtn. ['l.lu.:t- 1 ( 1-an 01-a1'!6), '1.lV:t- 1 ( - lll.n( 0 -

::1::12.5 .J!J7.5

Jan 1.14 l.lS
Feb 1.12 1.12
Mar 1.05 LOS
Apr 0.99 0.99
May 0.96 0.96
Jon 0.95 0.9S
Jul 0.95 0.95
Aug 0.97 0.97
Sep 1.00 1.00
Oct 1.06 1.07
Nov 1.17 1.17
Dee 1.19 1.21

1.16
1.12
1.05
0.98
0.95
0.94
0.94
0.96
1.00
1.08
1.19
1.23

1.17
1.13
1.04

0.97
0.93
0.92
0.92
0.95
0.99
1.08
1.22
1.26

1.20
1.14
1.02
0.95
0.91
0.90
0.89
0.93
0.98
1.08
1.27
1.36

1.37
1.21
1.00
0.93
0.89
0.88
0.86
0.89
0.96
1.13
1.62
1.53

(11)

p)tant8)]

Alu!le

"min" means the smaller of the two items in the
bracket.

0.95
0.97
0.78
0.76
0.82
0.70

1.4

1.3

"!5

~
~

12

'/' -

~ -

1.1

.....-----.

1.0

·-... - .......... -·...

0.9

Jm

To estimate monthly average tilt factor Liu and
Jordan proposed the following equation (20]

.

Feb Ma·

API May Jln

Jul

Aug Sep

Ocl

N"" Dec

Mon1h

[ - +- · la1ilude angle Iii -

1o and <0 degree combilalicn tih la:lors

I

Fig 8. Monthly tillftu:tors for Dhaka [16]

Table VIII. Hourly tilt faetors for 10 and 40
degree eom.blnation south faelng tilted surface
at Dhaka [16]
Hour <J:!T.S ::1::22.5 :37.5

~2.5

oJ:67.5 :1:82.5

From Fig. 8 it is clear that the total radiation will
decrease if one beps the surface at latitude tilt
angle in summer season at Dhaka. To get higher
values from the solar system one may practice
tilting the surface, two times over the year at above
tilt angles.

~.s

.Aqle

1.16
1.12
Feb
Mar 1.04
Apr 1.01
May 1.00
Jan 0.99
Jul 0.99
Aug 1.00
Sep 1.01
Oct 1.04
Nov 1.19
Dee 1.24
Jan

1.17
1.12
1.04
1.01
1.00
0.99
0.99
1.00
1.01
1.04
1.20
1.26

1.19 1.21
1.13 1.14
1.03 1.03
1.01 1.00
0.99 0.98
0.99 0.98
0.99 0.98
1.00 0.99
1.01 1.01
1.06 1.07
1.24 1.28
1.29 1.36

1.26 1.54
1.17 1.29
1.02 1.01
0.99 0.98
0.97 0.96
0.97 0.96
0.97 0.95
0.98 0.97
1.00 0.99
1.07 1.16
1.38 1.93
1.52 1.79

Condullion
0.99
1.00
0.92
0.91
0.93
0.88

For a south facing surface [20]
-

Ra =

RbT
H
.b

='

cQ~~-P>~c,\lli 6 .li'hl·""'~ +(,.>fa:a!O"''~ iin~~-t)iino

(10)

CO I~CO.i OI'J'tlCJo:-+v~lLlii\I)CI.!Jtl'~n.J:' ,f~llliS

,m
. .,= the sunset hour angle for the tilted surface for
the average day of the month
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The automated controller, developed by CARC,
has proven so far to be risk free and user friendly
and the whole system requires only a on~time
investment. Not only will it cater to users of hot
water but also greatly con1ribute in toning down the
huge demand on electricity from the national grid
and other sources. Natmal resources tend to deplete
in the long run and it is ttuly high time solutions be
found by utilizing renewable and altemative
sources of energy. This endeavor was nothing short
of reaching that goal. It is needless to mention that
the system can be used for both domestic and
industrial purposes regardless of the components
used in building it and the system is capable
providing uninterrupted hot water in an efficient
manner. Using aluminum foil and cork sheet it was
found the temperature drop overnight is 6 degree
Celsius in winter. Analysis of the insulator
materials reveals that rock wool is the optimum
choice for insulation which could lead to further
decrease in heat loss. The optimum angle is at 40

Automation, Heat Loss Reduction and Optimum Positioning of Solar Hot Water System
degrees for winter (October-February) and 10
degree for summer (March-September). In average
the optimum angle is around 22-25 degree Celsius.
This variation in angle could be the reason for one
of few shortcomings of this system presently. In
the future, the system can have additions like fully
automated tilting process for maximum sunlight
exposure.
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